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586 2135

CLUB NIGHT PROGRAMME
Starts 8.00 pm promptly
2 February : Open Night
Please bring around 15 or so of your photos to share with the members.
9 February 2022 : Dan Clearwater – Pack-rafting (In club rooms via Zoom)
Have you ever thought, whilst walking down a looong valley, that it would be nice if you could float
your way effortlessly down the river? For the weight of an alpine tent, you could be carrying a
Packraft and be doing just that. These sturdy and capable inflatable 1 person rafts are growing
rapidly in popularity; come and listen to our guest speaker and find out why.
Dan Clearwater is the FMC Development Officer, author of the Canyoning in NZ guidebook and a
co-founder of the Packrafting Association of NZ and the www.packraftingtrips.nz website. He'll
speak to us about these crafty creations, explain the pathways to get involved and inspire us with
a few stories from his packrafting trips, both sublime and scary.

16 February : Andrew Fisher
Andrew’s presentation will be a selection of his trips in the last 12 months.
23 February : Jackie West – The Wangapeka Track
In November last year six club members walked the Wangapeka track in the Kahurangi National
Park. DOC advertises this track as unmaintained so they were not sure of what they would find
once they crossed Little Wanganui Saddle.
2 March : Simon Nathan – Life in the ghost town of Waiuta: the photography of Joseph
Divis
The isolated town of Waiuta, south of Reefton, was home to a large underground gold mine in the
first part of the 20th century, with a community of around 500 people. After the mine was closed in
1951 the town was abandoned. We know a lot about life in the town and mine through the
photography of expatriate Czech miner, Joseph Divis. Science historian Simon Nathan has been
studying Divis, and will show a selection of his photographs.
Waiuta has recently been designated a Tohu Whenua site, and given Category 1 heritage status.
Plans are underway to restore the cottage that Divis lived in and to make a documentary about his
life.
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FORTHCOMING TRIPS

TRIP CATEGORIES
Tramping
D
T

Day walk or evening stroll
Overnight or longer tramp
Dog Friendly
Moonlight Walk
Grade 1 Relaxed pace with plenty of rest stops. All terrain types may be encountered,
occasionally off-track. Duration depends on the terrain and conditions, but is
usually for no more than 6 hours per day.
Grade 2 Steady walking pace with regular snack and drink breaks. Terrain may vary from
flat river valleys to ridges above the bush line. Off-track travel may be involved. Up
to 8 hours walking time per day, depending on conditions.
Grade 3 Brisk pace with few drink and snack breaks. Terrain encountered is as for grade 2
trips but the distance travelled is usually much further. More than 8 hours walking
time per day.
Family
Family trip. Very relaxed pace with plenty of rest stops. Suitable for small children.
WP
Working Party. Overnight or for a day. Voluntary work on HVTC Ruapehu Lodge
or a conservation project.
NOTES
Where there is no leader given for a trip, please contact the Trip Coordinator to volunteer to lead a
trip, either as shown or an alternative.
FEBRUARY 2022
5–7
Waitangi Weekend
T1
Ruahines tba
Leader required
T2
Ruahines tba
John Evans
020 4166 4410
Sun 6
D1
Smith’s Creek loop & swim
Jim Cousins
586 2135
8 – 17
T1
Paparoa&Heaphy Tracks
Marina Skinner
021 792 260
10 – 11
WP
Baring Head Overnighter
Graeme Lythgoe
479 6630
11 – 13
WP
Ruapehu Lodge Working Bee
Ian McIlraith
027 689 6856
12 – 13
T1
Ruamahanga Campout
Jim Cousins
586 2135
D1
Cruickshanks Tunnel
Michele Lythgoe
027 359 1377
D1
Clothing Optional
Patrick
567 0157
Fotheringham
18 – 20
T1
Burn Hut
Chris & Jackie
528 4697
D1
Easter Orchid Hunt (Earina
Leader required
autumnalis) East Harbour
RP
26 – 27
T1
Tutuwai Hut
Leader required
D1
Sculpture Walk Wgtn CBD
Michele Lythgoe
027 359 1377
27 – 7
T2
Dusky Track
Chris McMillan
569 9019
MARCH
4 – 10
Environment Week
4–6
WP
Pinus contorta
John Simes
027 464 1824
Day tbc
WP
Other environmental projects tba Organisers
required
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BIKING SCHEDULE
for Tuesday Evenings - 6.00 pm
Helmet essential
Trip Grading:
Very Easy:

Smooth surface, broad track, basically flat.

Easy:
Intermediate:
Advanced:
FEBRUARY 2022
Date
Grade
08
Easy
Interm
Easy
15
Interm
Easy
22
Interm
MARCH 2022
Easy
1
Interm.
8

Easy
Interm.

Any bike will do.

Quiet roads and/or smooth gravel tracks; occasional hills.
Medium to wide-tyred bike recommended.
Usually includes off-road sections that may be rough and/or narrow; goodsized hills. Mountain bike recommended.
Off-road on loose surfaces, steep climbs, lots of obstacles.
Mountain bike necessary.
The Ride
Harcourt Park -Mangaroa
Belmont/Korokoro Stream
Your choice
Polhill/Hawkins Hill
Waiwhetu Strm-Cemetery
Belmont Trig -Belmont Tops

Leaders
Leena
Paul Labett
Leader required
Andrew Fisher
John Smeith
Andrew Fisher

Phone
027 672 1604
027 344 2906

Belmont School-Moonshine
Wrights Hill
Avalon – Harcourt Park or your
choice
Makara MTB Park

Leena
Paul Labett
Leader required

027 672 1604
027 344 2906

Andrew Fisher

027 449 3661

027 449 3661
027 244 2498
027 449 3661

UPCOMING EVENTS

ADVENTURE WEEDING WEEKEND: MOUNT RUAPEHU
4 – 6 MARCH
For over 40 years the club has been active on the southern slopes of Mt. Ruapehu eradicating
wilding pines. DOC host us and pay for the transport. We stay in their Lodge at Ohakune on
Friday and at their bush camp (beech forest) within the park on Saturday. They provide fresh meat
(usually venison) and bbq facilities and a toilet. DOC provide tools and high visibility jerkins which
we must wear for Health and Safety reasons. We are under their control but that is a good thing
as they are nice folk to be with! The terrain can be rough at times but interesting and the pace is
gentle. This year Whanganui tramping club will join in with us again.
In this Omicron surge year the format of this trip will need to change if the trip is to proceed. The
usual departure Friday morning and a meal at a restaurant in Ohakune that night will be very
unlikely for example. Maybe a more focussed dash up there and back will be the safest option and
meet with DOC and club protocols. DOC requirements at this stage is proof of Double vax.
However there are likely other factors that will emerge. I and the club will mull over the options as
they emerge so that there is an environment focussed trip on offer that weekend if at all possible.
I will share details and seek participation by club email as soon as possible.
Contact John Simes . 027 464 1824 or john.e.simes@gmail.com
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ACROSS THE PASS
A collection of NZ tramping writing
Here again is the “taster” for Shaun Barnett’s 30 March 2022 clubnight presentation.
“Tramping is a hugely diverse experience – it’s
so much more than just putting on a pack – and
this is reflected in how people have written about
it. The stories collected in this anthology feature
adventure, exploration, fun, purgatory, friendship,
absurdity and reflection. For many of these
writers, tramping has offered a mental and
emotional reconnection – with themselves, with
their companions, and with nature.” – Shaun
Barnett.
Tramping is a journey into mountainous country,
across passes, along ridges, beside rivers or
through forests. It is a journey also, perhaps, to
discovering more about the native plants and
animals existing in these wild ecosystems, and a
journey into friendship or self-discovery.
New Zealand trampers have produced a rich
body of literature about their activity, with writing
spanning nearly two centuries and ranging from
poetry and songs, journals and newspaper
pieces to magazine articles and books.
These stories may hold drama or tragedy, but more often they are about companionship, enjoying
nature and finding challenge in wild environments.
Across the Pass includes writing from a broad spectrum of New Zealanders from the famous to
the obscure. It includes writers John Mulgan, Charles Brasch and Barbara Anderson,
mountaineers Sir Edmund Hillary and Philip Temple, adventurer Graeme Dingle, trampers Geoff
Spearpoint, Sheila Natusch and Mark Pickering, peace activist Elsie Locke and poets Sam Hunt
and Blanche Baughan.
The pieces range from epic tales to stories of strolls, writing that pokes fun at companions or
instead celebrates that strong bond often forged when facing challenges together. Some writers
appreciate the intricacies of nature or the splendour of the mountains, while for others an interest
in history encourages them to tread the trails first pioneered by their ancestors.
“It wasn’t easy whittling down the selection from more than 200 stories in contention to the 100
included in this book. It was important to me that women as well as men featured, and that it
included a range of contemporary trampers as well as explorers from the past .”
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TRIP REPORTS
PINNACLE RIDGE
2 December 2021
Graeme Lythgoe
The forecast turned out to be good after a period of unsettled conditions and of course
Metservice’s renown forecast conservatism. Ten of us set off from Holdsworth road-end and
headed along to Atiwhakatu Hut. Here we had a cuppa and break. The track from there to the
bridge is old style - good in places, horrible in others and continually steeply climbing or
descending. We used to accept this type of track as normal but the standard of tracks has
improved so much that coming across one that has not changed in decades is a bit of a shock.
So, it was with some relief that we
reached the bridge. Here again, it is
noticeable that the older style one-personat-a-time swing bridges take quite a time
to cross for a larger party compared with
the newer ones which justify the extra
expense to enable much speedier
crossings. The short steep climb to the
saddle took little time and then it was a
case of looking for the start of the ridge.
Pinnacle Ridge used to be a great route
where there was only a ground trail. Now,
increasingly, there are bits of ribbon or old
markers to make it easier. We had a late
lunch a little way along the ridge. The
weather was overcast and mild - ideal
tramping conditions - but no views with
the tops well clagged in.
Then it was along to the junction with the
track up from Atiwhakatu Hut. From here
the ridge becomes a track with white
venetian markers. We stopped at the
junction point on the first Pinnacle for
another break before taking the spur south down into the Atiwhakatu River. The spur is also easy
to follow and good travel with some little French-flag style markers, which is unusual! A sharp drop
into the river and a brief wade downstream before climbing out to the old track on the TR. Then
along to Donnellys Flats and to the van which we reached a tad over 8 hours after our start somewhat longer than I expected. However this remains a favourite day tramp of mine with a bit of
everything included during the day.
Those who enjoyed a good and varied tramp were: Bernice and Bob Deller, Jackie and Chris
West, John Fox, John Smeith, Murray Presland, Gerard McGreevy, Tony Birtwhistle, Dash and
me.
The attached map, courtesy of Bob, shows the route and various stats. The time is our moving
time. The straight line between the hut and the bridge is thought to be due to the GPS not
receiving a signal in the thicker bush.

Graeme
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TOKA BIV
3-5 December 2021
Jackie West
The journey in the van from the club rooms was not a promising start. There was a long queue to
get through Pukerua Bay so I was sending a steady stream of texts to Kate who along with Kos
was being picked up in Otaki. Once we had them on board we had to detour down a side street
because a large truck had broken down blocking the south bound lane on SH1. Past Apiti we
turned right towards the Ruahines and into a thick mist with visibility down to a few metres. Murry
who drove very carefully was near the road end when some cows with calves appeared on the
road & trotted ahead of us until able to escape up a bank. At the shut gate to the car park were
two cars which was a worry as there were seven of us and our destination for the night the Alice
Nash Memorial Lodge has eight bunks. Fortunately, each car only contained one person. The
walk to the hut only took twenty five minutes with a stop to view glow worms near the lodge.
Saturday was more promising as it was fine. We left the lodge at 7.15 am and drove to the
Limestone road end where we left the van at 8.25. The G1 trip followed the three on the G2 tramp
for about twenty minutes and then took the left-hand turn to Knights Track. After several ups and
down and stream crossings we began the steep climb up to Toko at 1518m. We reached the
junction with Shorts track at midday and headed north along the tops. Five minutes walking
brought us to a sign saying Toka Biv 1hr 30 minutes, so we decided it was time to have lunch.
The day had been still and grey but because of the strength of wind on the tops we dropped on to
the leeward side. We then continued north until we came to three warratahs which marked the
spot where we dropped off the tops and down the ridge to Toka Biv.
The biv which is in a boggy basin above the bush
line is a popular spot with hunters and has been
recently restored with a water tank being added. A
notable feature of the biv is the toilet which is a box
with no walls and a high water table. The wooden
lid is held down by a carabiner. It is in an exposed
breezy location but has panoramic views.
Delighted there was no one there as the biv which
is cramped with the ceiling too low for people to
stand up and only two mattresses. Andrew had
assured us that four people could sleep in the biv.
We found his entry in the intensions book from 3
December 2016 when he had led a group of five
while Chris & I had led a group to Iron Gate Hut.
We made ourselves as comfortable as possible
sitting on the mattresses and had a hot drink. On
hearing voices I went out to see a couple hurrying down the ridge but to our relief not carrying
packs which they had left on the tops. They were accompanied by a dog & after having a brief
chat & recording their visit in the book returned back up the ridge. For most of the late afternoon
there was a steady drizzle. As there was no room in the biv for the packs we had to ensure
anything outdoors was covered up. After dinner we transformed the biv into our sleeping quarters
only to discover once we had put the two mattresses across the biv and our sleeping bags length
wise that the lower mattress was higher and firmer. The mattresses were quickly swopped around
and Kos then solved the problem of the door which didn’t close but was held shut with string tied
round the bolt. To secure the door from the inside Kos tied his walking pole to the bolt and placed
it across the door which though it didn’t shut would not blow open. We were now set for what
proved to be a better night sleep than we expected. Chris caused the only disturbance by needing
a toilet trip just before eleven o’clock so we all had a turn at taking a short night walk.
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We were up before 6 am and away at 7:15. After a good rest
the climb up to the tops was easier than expected. At the
junction with Knights Track we continued south on the tops
to Shorts Track which added thirty minutes to our return to
the road end. We enjoyed the panoramic views over the
range and surrounding farmland and that the downhill was
not as steep as Knights track. The only river crossing was
ten minutes from the road end so as we arrived at one
o’clock it was the perfect time and place to have lunch. We
returned to the van after a very satisfying and interesting
weekend tramp.
Those visiting the loo with a view were Kate Livingston, Kos
van Lier and Chris and Jackie West. Photos by Kate Livingston.

Jackie

NGAMOKO HUT
December 3-5 2021
Andrew Robinson
The destination for the grade two trip the first weekend in December was Ngamoko hut in the
Ruahine Forest Park. The three of us on my trip plus the four on the grade one trip headed north
on Friday evening with the drive to Petersons Road taking about an hour longer than usual. There
was heavy traffic heading out of Lower Hutt and north of Plimmerton, a diversion at Otaki and
thick fog on Table Flat Road which limited speed to about 30km/hr. It meant it was well after dark
before we got to Petersons Road meaning we would be doing the short walk in to Heritage Lodge
in the dark. Just before we reached the carpark we caught up with a couple of cars, fortunately
with only one occupant in each. Seven of us from HVTC and two others fitted into the 8-bunk hut
without any problems.
Saturday morning we headed back to the van then drove for fifteen minutes to the end of
Limestone Road. The route I had chosen was up Shorts track onto the Ngamoko Range, along
the range with no marked track then down a marked track to Ngamoko hut. I hadn’t been able to
find out much information on the route because the preferred route seems to be down the
Pohangina River from Leon Kinvig hut, but I figured there ought to be a track of sorts along the
range and I was prepared to give it a go. Being in the Ruahines there was always the possibility of
being stymied by leatherwood, but that was a risk I was prepared to take.
Apart from the first twenty minutes or so, the day was new territory for me. With just Murray
McMillan, Chriselda McMillan and me, for once we managed to do something in less time than I
had estimated. It took nearly three hours of almost continuous uphill to get onto the Ngamoko
Range. Fortunately from near the top of Shorts track the Ngamoko Range appeared free of
leatherwood. We headed south along the range which meandered and undulated a bit but was
pretty good going. It was windy but not cold. There was a vague trail a lot of the time and visibility
was excellent which helped with navigation. On an earlier look at the map I had noticed one place
where we’d have to make sure we went the right way. We carried along merrily until we got to a
place where the way ahead wasn’t obvious and I realised we were at the place I had seen on the
map. We sorted out which way to go which saw us right for the next half hour until we reached
another spot that I hadn’t noticed on the map where we need to make the right choice. By this
time we were two thirds of the way to the track down to Ngamoko hut. We set our course and
carried on for another fifteen minutes before stopping in a reasonably sheltered spot for lunch.
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After lunch we got into a bit of scattered leatherwood. It was not more than knee high, but it
slowed progress a lot, making it harder to see where the preferred route was and presenting a
tripping hazard. Fortunately it only took us half an hour to reach the start of the track down to the
hut. Because the route had not been well defined, we in fact overshot the track down by about
20m. The track down started as a well-defined strip through taller leatherwood with lots of
redundant markers. After about fifteen minutes we got to the bush edge and the track continued in
better condition than I had expected for a track that probably doesn’t get much use. From the top
to the bottom the track descends for about 700m which I had anticipated would take a couple of
hours. It only took an hour and three quarters so our total time of six hours fifty minutes was under
the 7-8 hours I had thought it would take.
The hut is a well-maintained hut in a pleasant
location. After going down to the river and
unintentionally scaring off the blue ducks I
spent a bit of time clearing thistles from the
grassy area in front of the hut. There is space
for several tents. The hut has six bunks so the
three of us were able to have a bottom bunk
each for our pre-dinner nap.
There was a copy of the hut logbook from
2002 to 2013 which was interesting reading. In
April 2003 Tony Birtwistle and Alwyn
Courtenay visited the hut, followed the next
month by Graham Craig and Murray Presland.
Ngamoko hut (in case you were wondering)
In October 2006 Jan Heine, Brian Pickering
and Frank Usmar visited then in May 2010 Ian Flux, Merryl Park, Mike Wespel Rose, Graham
White and Tony Lavo stayed there. From the current logbook it appears that Chriselda, Murray
and I were the first HVTC visitors since 2010.
After dinner the three of us played cards, not something that happens very often on tramping club
trips.
There’s not much to say about Sunday. The
weather was much the same. The ascent took
two hours and ten minutes. Walking time
along the range was the same. We stopped
for lunch just below the top of Shorts track
and speculated where on the parallel Knights
track those on the grade one trip would be.
About halfway down Shorts track we turned
off onto Deerford loop track and on the
descent we met a couple out doing the loop,
the first people we’d seen in a while. They had
seen a group of trampers earlier, so we
figured those on the grade one trip were about
an hour ahead of us. We reached the van six
hours fifty minutes after we started and about Approaching Sorts Track (top left)
an hour after the others had arrived. It was
mid-afternoon so we wouldn’t be too late in getting home. No dramas coming home apart from
unintentionally taking a slightly longer way in a couple of places.
As a matter of interest, the time, distance, ascent and descent of the Limestone Road to Ngamoko
hut route are all very similar to the route from Renfrew Road to Triangle hut (slightly easier in fact)
so next time you’re thinking of doing a grade two trip in the western Ruahines consider a visit to
Ngamoko hut.

Andrew
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BARING HEAD CYCLE AND WORK PARTY
Wednesday 8 December 2021
Graeme Lythgoe
The morning was fine with a gentle northerly after some very indifferent weather for the time of
year. Riding out to Fitzroy Bay was very pleasant. We parked the bikes and picked ups some tools
left by Jo and proceeded to deal to horned poppies and some thistles walking south along the
beach. Horned poppies are salt tolerant and would take over the whole beach if not removed.
They root quickly and deeply but can be removed easily, especially with a grubber. We had lunch
at the climbing rocks and then spent the afternoon chopping out lupins from the rocks northwards
to the private land boundary fence. Lupins grow much bigger than poppies and if they are a
reasonable size can require a significant effort to chop out. They would also eventually cover the
entire area of the sandy beach if allowed to. It was hard but rewarding work and by now the day
was very warm with a strong NW wind. We finished up at 1530 hours and walked back to our
bikes.
The wind was now very strong. Consequently our ride back to Burdans Gate (12kms each way)
required a big effort - it is surprising just how much difference the wind makes on a bike! Anyway it
was all worthwhile and I hope to finish off the lupin area on the BH overnighter in February.
A big thank you to the “gardeners” - John Fox, John Smeith, Chris and Murray McMillan, Ross
Jamieson, Murray Presland, Russell Oliver, Paul Haines, Lex Grubner, Geoff Norton - who were
able to join me.

Graeme
CONE SADDLE CIRCUIT
Sunday 19th December 2021
Graeme Lythgoe
I have led a final leg-stretcher on the last weekend (before Christmas) of the year for several
years now and always find it good to extend oneself before the onset of the traditional Christmas
festivities. I chose this tramp as I had not been in the area for a while and it is not visited by the
Club that often.
Fourteen people agreed with me, so the van was chocker as a bonus for the transport fund. We
met up at the Walls Whare road-end about 09:15 and after getting across the long bridge, started
the steep and very warm climb up to the Cone Ridge.
At the junction down to Cone Hut the party split with 7 wanting to visit the hut and the rest content
to descend directly to Cone Saddle. The track is good up to that point but the stretch that crosses
the head tributaries of Clem Creek is very messy - windfalls, slips, limited markers - I couldn’t help
thinking that it was, however, probably as good as it will ever be. I would not like to be charged
with allocating money to the many calls on the huts and tracks that get damaged every year.
Given that a single storm event in just part of the DOC estate can do thousands of dollars of
damage, a contingency fund of say, $5,000,000, is not going to last long. However it was good
that once clear of the creek and on the climb up to Point 572, the track was in much better
condition - just a couple of decent windfalls! One thing that has greatly improved are the rata
trees. Possum control must be working because there were many trees in flower, adding a real
Christmas flavour to the tramp.
We re-grouped at the Makaka Creek junction high above the Waiohine on a large terrace. From
here it is 4kms back to the bridge. This section of track varies greatly too, great in places but very
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muddy in others, perhaps unfair criticism given all the recent rain! It was better after the big
descent and climb back up to cross Clem Creek. The weather stayed sunny all day with a strong
norwester keeping things bearable but out of the wind the sun was very hot. Everyone agreed that
the intended purpose had been achieved and that it had been a great walk, allowing an extra little
something on Christmas Day.
Those in favour were: Heather Eskdale, Mel Stoneham, Rosie Doole, Doreen Courtenay, Chris
McMillan, Catherina and Andrew Fisher, Gerard McGreevy, Doc Watson, Andrew Robinson, Alan
Benge, Russell Oliver, Jim Cousins, Bob Deller, Dash and me.

Graeme

PAPATAHI CIRCUIT
19 January 2022
Mike Wespel-Rose

Looking back at Papatahi from the south - heading for point 830.
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Mike
GREYTOWN OVERNIGHTER
20-21 January 2022
Graeme Lythgoe

Photo: Pam Smith
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Light rain in the Wairarapa the day before had doused the Tararua Range and the Waiohine was
too high to cross at the start of our first ride. We had to suffer SH2 instead. We headed to Wild
Oats for coffee and scones etc. There was still a southerly wind and some very light showers
lingering as we headed to the Gladstone Pub for lunch. The southerly died away and the showers
ended and so our ride back was in very pleasant conditions.
The next morning was very
different with blue skies and a
forecast hot day. We checked
the river level on an early walk
and it was low enough to
cross with bikes. So, all the
non e-bikes enjoyed a
refreshing start to the day. We
agreed not to visit Carterton
for coffee but to shorten the
ride and head for lunch at
Martinborough. The Ponatahi
road was quite busy and
unfortunately while most
motorists are considerate, a
few do not like slowing down
(even on blind corners) or
giving up more of the lane that
they absolutely have to, and
Photo: John Smeith these few make the ride less
relaxing than it should be. It
was getting very warm and we were all very pleased to enjoy a cold drink at Medici followed by
very nice food for lunch. Their back garden is a very pleasant spot.
The morning ride was made more enjoyable because we were heading into a cool southerly wind
but our return journey meant we lost the benefit of the breeze but the assistance was welcomed. It
was by now very hot - 29 degrees.
Back at Brampton we all enjoyed a drink before breaking up after a very pleasant 2 days.
Distance cycled - Day 1 - 62 kms, Day 2 - 61 kms
Riders: Pamela Campbell, Frieda Collie, Pam Smith, Jean Cookson, John Smeith, Martin Watson,
Bernice and Bob Deller, Gill and Stewart Atkinson (Friday only) and Michele and Graeme Lythgoe.

Graeme
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PARTIAL LOWER TAUHERENIKAU GORGE
Saturday 22nd January 2022
Graeme Lythgoe
A real scorcher was forecast so it was an easy matter to pick the Saturday of the Anniversary
weekend for this trip. The Bucks road car park (and camping area) was very popular (partly
because it is free and there is a toilet) with many people enjoying the summer conditions. It was
hot work climbing up the sidle track which took us along to the start point a couple of kms up the
river.
After lunch we donned wet suits and inflated any tubes needing a top-up. It was 1320 hours when
we hit the water. Always a bit of a shock to start with but we quickly adjusted. Several of the group
had large tubes and these really make a difference to one’s ability to stay ‘aboard’ over the rapids.
Despite some rain on Thursday the river was quite low (see footnote) and the larger pools took
time to travel down. This meant there was plenty of time to lie back and enjoy the beautiful bush
and the myriad shades of green in the bright sunshine. We saw two big eels, one of which was
very interested in us - probably not many people travel this route in a year!!
We stopped for a break halfway down but no one was feeling cold and all too soon we rounded
the big bend for the final couple of pools. The road end was even busier and it was good to
change and leave. Three of the group had never done anything like this before and they really
enjoyed the experience, while the old hands relished the better than usual conditions. Paul,
Debbie and Tony bought ice creams and brought them to ‘Brampton’ where we very much
enjoyed them with Michele in the 31 degree heat of our courtyard.
Tubers were: Kate, Olivia and Grace Becker, Debbie and Paul Labett, Tony Jaegers and Graeme
Lythgoe.
I looked up the flow for the river and on our day it was running at 1.3 cusecs (cubic metres per
second) and falling very gradually. Four days earlier it rose to 13 cusecs but fell quickly and the
following day - Thursday - it was 2.5 cusecs. The Tauherenikau has a relatively small catchment
area and thus rises and falls more quickly than the range’s larger rivers.

Graeme
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PHOTOGRAPHIC FILLERS
Borrowed from club Facebook page
MAKARA LOOP
16 January
Jim Cousins
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PARTIAL PUKI ARIKI
23 January
Marina Skinner

The views expressed in the articles in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Hutt
Valley Tramping Club. Any queries or comments should be directed to the writer of the article.
Contributions to the Hills & Valleys are welcomed and encouraged but all are accepted on the
understanding that the Editor has the authority to make minor changes if deemed necessary, refer
back to the contributor for amendment, or return the contribution for amendment by the Writer.
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